College of Sciences and Arts
College Council Agenda, January 24, 2013
9:00-11:00 AM, Rekhi 101

I. College Council meeting with Coskun Bayrak – cancelled, flight did not come in

II. Discussion
   A. Follow up to Dean Council discussion
      Budget review
   B. Research discussions with academic deans
   C. Feedback to provost on data needs

III. Follow up
   2. CSA Strategic Plan revision: 1st draft by Bruce
   3. On-going Activities
      Charter revisions: Math overdue; SS, BIO, HU revisions returned by dean to
      Departments with suggestions; Chemistry, VPA, CS revisions returned by provost with
      suggested adjustments; CLS, Physics, KIP back to provost for transmittal to Senate.
      Follow-up on Department involvement in fundraising